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"Palestinian Refugee Tents Uprooted by Windstorm in Deir Ballout Camp" 

• Palestinians from Syria in AlBekaa Rally over Delays in Winter Aids by UNRWA  

• Palestinian Refugees in AlNeirab Camp Appeal for Gas, Fuel Supplies 

• School Outfits Handed Over to Palestinian Children in Daraa Camp 



 

Latest Developments  

Dozens of tents sheltering Palestinian refugees in Deir Ballout 

Camp, in Afrin city, north of Syria, have been uprooted by the violent 

winds rocking the region. 

Displaced families, including children and women, have been 

without a roof over their heads as a result of the wild winds. Heavy 

damage was also inflicted on the sole water tank in the area. 

 

Dozens of displaced Palestinian families who were forcibly deported 

to northern Syria have been struggling for survival in light of the 

freezing temperatures rocking the region and the absence of much-

needed relief services. 

Meanwhile, Palestinian refugees seeking shelter in Lebanon’s 

AlBekaa region continue to rally outside of the UNRWA office in 

Ta’labaya for the third consecutive day, protesting the delay in the 

delivery of winter aids by the UN refugee agency. 

On November 21, dozens of Palestinian families who were deported 

from Syria to Lebanon rallied outside of the office of UNRWA 

director in AlBekaa and the Lebanon-based refugee camps of 



 

AlBadawi and Ein AlHilweh as they denounced the delay in the 

transfer of urgently-needed winter aids and cuts of basic services. 

Nearly 31,000 Palestinian refugees from Syria have sought shelter 

in Lebanon, where they have been subjected to a precarious legal 

status and dire socio-economic conditions owing to their lack of 

access to the local labor market and absence of relief assistance. 

 

Along the same line, Palestinians taking refuge in AlNeirab 

Camp in Aleppo, north of Syria, have launched urgent appeals for 

gas and fuel supplies needed for cooking and heating. 

The residents said local markets have completely and suddenly run 

out of Gas and fuel for over three weeks running. 

 



 

Aleppo province has been gripped with an acute dearth in gas and 

fuel supplies. Civilians have been forced to purchase gas at some 

8,000 Syrian Pounds a cylinder.  The price hike and transportation 

crisis have made the situation far worse. 

In the meantime, Yaboos Foundation for Women 

Empowerment and Development distributed uniforms to primary 

and preparatory schoolchildren at AlSafsaf School in AlAyedeen 

Camp in Daraa. 

Director of AlSafsaf School Faysal Akab hailed the efforts made by 

Yaboos foundation to assist Palestinian refugee students. 

Sometime earlier, UNRWA said all of its premises in Daraa Camp, 

except for its distribution center, were destroyed in the Syrian 

warfare. Six other structures, including three school buildings and a 

clinic, sustained partial damage. 


